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Abstract This paper presents a comprehensive statistical analysis of workloads
collected on production clusters and Grids. The applications we focus on are data-
intensive in nature, which dominate the workloads running on current production
Grid environments. Trace data obtained on a parallel supercomputer is included
for comparison studies. We investigate the statistical properties of workloads at
different levels, including Virtual Organization (VO) and user behavior. The spec-
trum and the scaling analysis are applied to job arrival processes, leading to the
identiﬁcation of several important patterns, namely pseudo-periodity, long range
dependent (LRD), and multifractals. It is shown that statistical measures based
on interarrivals are of limited usefulness and count based measures should be
trusted instead when it comes to correlations. We also study workload characteris-
tics like job run time, memory consumption, and cross correlations between these
characteristics. Based on these results a “bag-of-tasks” behavior is empirically ev-
idenced for data-intensive workloads, strongly indicating temporal locality. We
argue that pseudo-periodicity, LRD, and “bag-of-tasks” behavior are important
workload characteristics on data-intensive clusters and Grids, which are not re-
ported in studies on parallel workloads. This study has important implications on
workload modeling and performance predictions, and points out the need of com-
prehensiveperformanceevaluationstudiesgiventhediscoveredworkloadpatterns.
1 Introduction
Grid computing is rapidly evolving as the next-generation platform for system-
level sciences and beyond. Scheduling in a Grid environment can be carried out at
different levels, including local resource management systems on clusters, Grid-
level brokering services, and Virtual Organization based schedulers. Consequently
performance evaluation of scheduling strategies require representative workload2 Hui Li
models at different levels. The goal of this paper is to study comprehensively the
statistical properties of workloads on Grids at various levels, which serve as the
basis for workload modeling and performance predictions.
The contribution of this work is four-fold. Firstly, to our best knowledge this
is the ﬁrst comprehensive workload characterization on production clusters and
Grids, at different levels including VO and user behavior. Secondly, point pro-
cesses are introduced to describe job arrivals and several representations are stud-
ied. It is shown that statistical measures based on interarrivals are of limited use-
fulness when it comes to autocorrelations and count based measures should be
trusted instead. Thirdly, the spectrum and the scaling analysis on job count pro-
cesses enable us to understand the autocorrelation structures better. Together with
the cross-correlations between characteristics, we obtain an improved understand-
ing towards workload dynamics. Last but not least, we identify several basic pat-
terns, such as pseudo-periodicity, long range dependence, and “bag-of-tasks” be-
havior. These are important properties which are not reported in previous studies
on parallel workloads. Further research on workload modeling on clusters and
Grids should capture these salient properties, which could have signiﬁcant impli-
cations on performance evaluation studies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes workloads
in a broader perspective. Related work on parallel supercomputer workloads, net-
work trafﬁc, and cluster workloads are reviewed and discussed. Section 3 intro-
duces the deﬁnition and methodology used in the analysis. Point process and its
representations are deﬁned. Statistical measures are presented, including marginal
statistics, autocorrelation and spectrum, and cross-correlation. Topics regarding
scaling, fractals, and power law behavior are treated in depth, for which various
deﬁning properties and analyzing tools are discussed. Section 4 presents a com-
prehensive analysis on real-world workload data. We study a variety of workloads
at the Grid, cluster, and supercomputer level. VO and user behavior are also inves-
tigated. In Section 5 the nature and origin of workload dynamics are explained and
implications on modeling and predictions are discussed. Conclusions and future
work are presented in Section 6.
2 Workloads in a Broader Perspective
The most closely related workload studies are from parallel supercomputers. On
single parallel machines a large amount of workload data has been collected1,
characterized [25,36,11], and modeled [9,25,35]. In [9] polynomials of degree
8 to 13 are used to ﬁt the daily arrival rates. In [25] a combined model is pro-
posed where the interarrival times ﬁt a hyper-Gamma distribution and the job ar-
rival rates match the daily cycle. Time series models such as ARIMA are studied
in [36], which try to capture the trafﬁc trends and interdependencies. Other char-
acteristics such as run time and parallelism are also investigated and models are
1 Parallel Workload Archive. http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/labs/parallel/
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proposed based on distribution ﬁtting [25] or Markov chains [35]. It could be con-
cluded that a majority of previous work on parallel supercomputers focus mainly
on marginal distributions and ﬁrst order statistics while correlations and second
order properties receive far less attention. The reason could be that characteristics
on parallel workloads are inherently weakly-autocorrelated or short range depen-
dent (SRD). For instance, our analysis is conducted on a representative parallel
workload for comparison studies. It is shown that the interarrival time process of
job arrivals is indeed short range dependent. Despite the fractal behavior at small
scales, the job count process is also SRD with quickly-vanishing autocorrelation
lags. Data-intensive workloads on clusters and Grids, on the other hand, exhibit
pseudo-periodicity and long range dependence which are not present in parallel
workloads. Therefore second order statistics and beyond are crucial in the analysis
and new methodologies should be proposed for modeling.
Studies on network trafﬁc are reviewed because it includes a rich collection
of advanced statistic tools for analyzing and modeling self-similar, long range de-
pendent (LRD), and (multi)fractal behavior. The self-similar nature of Ethernet
trafﬁc is discovered in [19] and consequently a set of exact self-similar models
such as fractional Brownian motion and fractional Gaussian noise are proposed
as trafﬁc models [27,39]. Network trafﬁc is also shown to be long range depen-
dent, exhibiting strong temporal burstiness [33,2]. Both self-similar and LRD pro-
cesses are most well-known examples of general scaling processes, characterized
by the scaling and power law behavior [3]. Due to its inherent multi-resolution
nature, wavelets is proposed as an important tool for analysis and synthesis of pro-
cesses with scaling behavior [4,40,3]. Multifractal models and binomial cascades
are proposed for those processes with rich fractal behavior beyond second-order
statistics [32,13]. Recent advances include a more general Inﬁnitely Divisible Cas-
cade (IDC) process [8]. These methodologies enable us to conduct scaling analysis
on job arrivals and identify potentially important patterns.
Workload characterization on clusters with marginal statistics can be found
in [21,26,15]. In [26] an ON-OFF Markov model is proposed for modeling job
arrivals, which is essentially equivalent to a two-phase hyperexponential renewal
process. The major modeling drawback using renewal processes is that the auto-
correlation function (ACF) of the interarrival times vanishes for all non-zero lags
so they cannot capture the temporal dependencies in time series [17]. A more so-
phisticated n-state Markov modulated Poisson process is applied for modeling job
arrivals at the Grid and VO level [23], making a step forward towards capturing
autocorrelations. Nevertheless, only limited success is obtained by MMPP because
of the rich behavior and patterns hidden in Grid workloads at different levels. This
paper reveals those patterns of job arrivals on clusters and Grids.
3 Deﬁnition and Methodology
3.1 Point Processes and Representations
Job trafﬁc can be described as a (stochastic) point process, which is deﬁned as a
mathematical construct that represents individual events as random points at times4 Hui Li
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Fig. 1 An example of a point process and its two representations: an interarrival time pro-
cess and a count process.
{tn}. There are different representations of a point process. An interarrival time
process {In} is a real-valued random sequence with In = tn−tn−1. The sequence
of counts, or the count process, is formed by dividing the time axis into equally
spaced contiguous intervals of T to produce a sequence of counts {Ck(T)}, where
Ck(T) = N((k+1)T)−N(kT) denotes the number of events in the kth interval.
This sequence forms a discrete-time random process of non-negative integers and
it is another useful representation of a point process. A closely related measure
is a normalized version of the sequence of counts, called the rate process Rk(T),
where Rk(T) = Ck(T)/T.
In general, forming the sequence of counts loses information because the inter-
arrival times between events within interval T are lost. Nevertheless, it preserves
the correspondence between its discrete time axis and the absolute “real” time axis
of the underlying point process. We can readily associate correlation in the process
{Ck(T)} with the point process. The interarrival time process, on the other hand,
contains all the information of the point process. However, it eliminates the direct
correspondence between absolute time and the index number thus it only allows
rough comparisons with correlations in the point process [24]. As we will show
later, measures based on interarrival times are not able to reliably reveal the frac-
tal nature of the underlying process and count based measures should be trusted
instead. The different representations of a point process are illustrated in Figure 1.
3.2 Statistical Measures
No single statistic is able to completely characterize a point process and each pro-
vides a different view and highlights different properties. A comprehensive analy-Workload Dynamics on Clusters and Grids 5
sis towards an improved understanding requires many such views. In this section
we deﬁne the statistical measures used throughout this paper. These measures ap-
ply to both interarrival time and count (rate) representations, although their useful-
ness depends heavily on the analytic context. By notation we append I and C or R
to distinguish interarrival and count/rate based measures, respectively.
3.2.1 Marginal Statistics The ﬁrst set of statistics focuses on the marginal prop-
erties of the process X = {Xn}, including the probability density and the proba-
bility distribution. They are formulated as:
• Probability distribution: P(t) = Pr{X ≤ t}
• Probability density: p(t) = dP(t)/dt.
Inpracticetheso-calledcomplementarycumulativedistributionfunction(CCDF)
P0(t) = 1 − P(t) is commonly used to study probability distributions. Histogram
isusedtoestimatetheprobabilitydensityandshowsthedistributionofdatavalues.
3.2.2 Autocorrelation and Spectrum The autocorrelation function (ACF) of a
process X describes the correlations between different points in time. If X is sec-
ond order stationary, i.e., mean µ and variance σ2 do not change over time, the
autocorrelation function depends only on lag k and it can be deﬁned as:
R(k) =
E(Xi − µ)(Xi+k − µ)
σ2 . (1)
It should be noted that in signal processing the above deﬁnition is often used with-
out normalization, namely, without subtracting the mean and dividing by the vari-
ance.
For the interarrival time process there is no direct relationship exists between
the lag k and time t, so the ACF RI(k) as well as other interarrival based mea-
sures have limited usefulness, especially in the scaling analysis. The count auto-
correlation proves to be a valuable measure as it provides information about the
second-order properties. For distinction count ACF is denoted as RC(k,T) for the
inclusion of the count interval T.
Fouriertransformingtheautocorrelationfunction(ACF)yieldsthepowerspec-
tral density (PSD, or power spectrum) S(f):
S(f) =
X
k
R(k)e−i2πkf. (2)
Autocorrelation and power spectrum are commonly used measures for studying
the correlation structures and second-order properties of a single process. Like the
autocorrelation, the count-based (SC(f,T)) and rate-based spectrums (SR(f,T))
prove to be useful in the identiﬁcation of fractal behavior. An estimate of power
spectrum can be derived via periodogram. In experimental studies Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT, or frequency spectrum) is sometimes used exchangeably to show
the frequency components of the signal.
Periodicity in a process can be detected and quantiﬁed using power-spectrum
based methods. The ﬁrst measure Pf is deﬁned as the normalized difference of6 Hui Li
the sum of the power spectrum values at the highest amplitude frequency and its
multiples, and the sum of the power spectrum values at the halfway-between fre-
quencies [28]. The total spectrum entropy (TSE) calculates the entropy for the
whole power spectrum while the saturated spectrum entropy (SSE2) excludes the
ﬁrst one or two “big” power spectrum values, which represent the total energy
of the signal. All measures have values between 0 and 1. Higher Pf and lower
entropy correspond to stronger periodicity in the signal.
3.2.3 Cross-correlation Besides studying how events of the same process are
correlated with each other, it is also important to reveal the correlations between
events of distinct random processes. The simplest way of investigation is to plot
samples of both variables and visually identify if any pattern exists. A common
alternative is the scatter plot, which displays the sample values of X and Y jointly
in 2D. Simply plotting the data gives us lots of information of the underlying cor-
relation structures.
Nevertheless, visual information is hard to give any deﬁnite answer and quan-
titative measures are needed for identifying correlations in practice. In statistics,
a simple and common measure is called correlation coefﬁcient, which indicates
the strength and direction of a linear relationship between two random variables.
The best known coefﬁcient is the Pearson product-moment correlation coefﬁcient
and it is obtained by dividing the covariance of the two variables by the product of
their standard deviations. It is formulated as
ρX,Y =
cov(X,Y )
σXσY
=
E((X − µX)(Y − µY ))
σXσY
. (3)
A more advanced version is referred as Spearman’s rank correlation coefﬁcent,
which does not require any assumptions of linear relationship or the distributions
of variables.
3.3 Scaling, Fractals, and Power Law Behavior
Fractal behavior is ubiquitous - it has been extensively reported and studied in
both natural and synthetic systems, such as in mathematics, physics, geology, bi-
ology etc, [24] and more closely-related ﬁelds like computer network trafﬁc [2].
Fractals posses a form of scaling: the whole and its parts can not be statistically
distinguished and the parts can be made to ﬁt to the whole by nontrivial ways of
shifting and stretching. In order to investigate whether some forms of scaling be-
havior are presented in job trafﬁc and its characteristics, we discuss some of the
main deﬁning properties and notions that characterize a fractal process:
• Scaling and the scaling exponent
2 Due to the pronounced zero-frequency peak of the spectrum, the entropy of the spec-
trum, when cut off at a lower frequency f0, usually rises when f0 is raised, and saturates
quickly to the value we call SSE. For long-range dependent processes this is not the case
(due to their particular infrared behaviour), such that SSE does not exist for them.Workload Dynamics on Clusters and Grids 7
• Power law behavior
• Self-similarity
• Burstiness
• Long range dependence (LRD)
• 1/f-like noise
• Heavy-tail distributions
• Monofractals and multifractals
• Aggregation
• Wavelets
The deﬁnitions and relationships among these notions are discussed in detail,
largely based on the literature of related topics [24,2,5,38,33,31,7].
3.3.1 Scaling and Power Law Physical processes can be observed from a vast
range of scales, in other words, multi-resolution. For instance, in network trafﬁc
studies one can represent the trafﬁc as number of bytes or packets at the level of
milliseconds, seconds, up to minutes. On clusters and Grids number of job arrivals
can be aggregated and averaged every second, every minute or even every hour.
Scaling, or scale invariance, means the lack of any special characteristic scale,
namely, all scales have equal importance. In an abstract mathematical construct
scaling can be extended to arbitrarily small sizes. Real world data, on the other
hand, generally exhibits minimum and maximum sizes beyond which scaling be-
havior is not obeyed. The minimum and maximum scales that bound scaling are
called the lower cutoff and the upper cutoff, respectively. Scaling leads to power
law dependencies in the scaled quantities as follows:
f(as) = g(a)f(s). (4)
It is shown in [24] that the only nontrivial solution of this scaling function for real
functions and arbitrary a and s is
f(s) = bsc (5)
for some constants b and c. c in some contexts is referred as the scaling component.
Despitethemathematicalbeautifulnessofscaleinvarianceproperty,thereisnoone
simple deﬁnition that sufﬁces for all real world systems and processes. self-similar
and long range dependent (LRD) processes are discussed as two most important
classes in the following sections.
The power law relationship is intrinsic to understand the fractal behavior and
it occurs in many of the following presentations, such as the ﬁrst-order statistics
(marginal distribution), the second-order statistics (slow decaying variance, ACF),
and nonlinear transformations (spectrum, wavelet coefﬁcients).
3.3.2 Self-similarity As is introduced in last section, (self-)scaling means parts
of the whole can be shifted and stretched to ﬁt to the whole. If stretching equally
in all directions yields such a ﬁt, then a process is said to be self-similar. Formally,
a self-similar process X(t) with self similarity parameter H > 0 is deﬁned as
X(at) =d cHX(t),t ∈ R,∀c > 0, (6)8 Hui Li
where =d means equality for all ﬁnite dimensional distributions. Self-similar pro-
cesses are non-stationary, and the most important subclass comes from those have
stationary increments (H-sssi processes). In practice fractional Brownian motion
(fBm) is a simple yet widely used self-similar process and fractional Gaussian
noise (fGn) is formed by its stationary increments. The self similarity parameter
is also called the Hurst parameter, and H > 1/2 means the process exhibits long
range dependence (LRD).
An exact self-similar process has its practical limitations. For instance, one
single parameter H is not sufﬁcient to reﬂect the rich scaling behavior. In real
world data scaling also has lower and upper cutoffs.
3.3.3 Burstiness, LRD, and Heavy Tails Burstiness is the opposite of smooth-
ness, namely, a great degree of variability. As is pointed out in [2], two types of
burstiness should be distinguished. Temporal burstiness arises from the long range
dependence (LRD) of the process, characterized by the autocorrelation (ACF) and
the power spectrum. Amplitude burstiness describes the variations and ﬂuctuations
in data values, which is shown in the marginal distribution as heavy tails.
A process X(t) is said to be long range dependent (LRD) if either its autocor-
relation function or power spectrum satisﬁes the following conditions:
R(k) ∼ crkα−1,k → ∞, (7)
or
S(f) ∼ cff−α,f → 0. (8)
The autocorrelation function R(k) decays so slowly that
P∞
k=−∞ R(k) = ∞ and
S(0) = ∞. Frequency-domain characterization of LRD also leads to a class of
so-called 1/f-like processes (1/f noise) [41].
LRD and the H-sssi process are closed related in that for 1/2 < H < 1,
α = 2H − 1. (9)
For marginal distributions heavy tails can be power law like:
Pr{X ≥ x} ∼ x−α,x → ∞. (10)
It is shown as a straight line in log-log plot. Examples of power law distributions
are Pareto distribution and Zipf’s law. Processes from practical data do not always
have such extreme heavy tails, in these situations Weibull, log-normal or hyperex-
ponential distributions are commonly used to ﬁt the data.
We can see that how ﬁrst-order and second-order statistics are used to deﬁne
heavy tails and LRD, respectively. More importantly, all the statistical measures
exhibit power law like behavior thus the statements in 3.3.1 are consolidated.
It is of crucial importance to recognize the usefulness of different representa-
tions of processes. In network trafﬁc both interarrival and count based measures
prove to be useful in analyzing the scaling behavior [32,4]. However, for job ar-
rivals on clusters and Grids measures based on interarrivals fails to reveal the frac-
tal behavior of the underlying process and only count/rate based measures can be
trusted. We will show empirical proofs in the next section. This problem is dis-
cussed with greater detail in a more theoretical treatment [24].Workload Dynamics on Clusters and Grids 9
3.3.4 Monofractals and Multifractals The scaling behavior introduced in so far
has one single exponent thus it can be called monofractal. There are cases in which
a range of fractal behaviors exist within one process, or the scaling exponent is
time-dependent. The process is then called multifractal. We refer to [31] for a
complete presentation of multifractal formalism. Multifractal scaling extends self-
similarity with a collection of exponents while maintaining a key feature, of which
the moments follow power laws of scales.
3.3.5 Aggregated Variance The aggregation procedure is a commonly used tech-
nique to analyze processes with long range dependencies. The aggregated series is
equivalent to the rate process in section 3.1, which is obtained by dividing a given
series of length N into blocks of m and averaging the series over each block.
X(m)(k) =
1
m
km X
i=(k−1)m+1
Xi,k = 1,2,...,[N/m]. (11)
Its sample variance V ar(X(m)) scales like
V ar(X(m)) ∼ mβ,β = 2H − 2,−1 ≤ β < 0, (12)
for a second-order stationary LRD process or a H-sssi process. In log-log plot the
sample variance versus m should be a straight line with a slope of β = 2H − 2.
The aggregation procedure is shown to be naturally rephrased within the wavelet
transform framework and it is directly related to the approximations in Haar multi-
resolution analysis [5].
3.3.6 Wavelets and Scaling Due to its inherent multi-scale/resolution properties,
wavelets provide a natural framework for analyzing the scaling behavior. Like
the Fourier transform that analyzes signals with sinusoidal functions, the wavelet
transform projects the signal onto the so-called wavelets [37,10]. A wavelet func-
tion ψ(t) is a bandpass function that can be scaled and shifted:
ψj,k(t) = 2−j/2ψ(2−jt − k). (13)
There also exists a scaling function φ(t), which is a lowpass function that can be
scaled and shifted as well. A discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of a signal can be
executed by passing the signal recursively through a set of lowpass and bandpass
ﬁlters [37]. As a result the signal is decomposed into a sum of weighted scaling
functions and wavelets:
X(t) =
X
k
c(j0,k)φj0,k +
X
j≤j0
X
k
d(j,k)ψj,k(t), (14)
where c(j0,k) are referred as scaling coefﬁcients (or approximations) and d(j,k)
as wavelet coefﬁcients (or details).10 Hui Li
A very attractive feature of wavelet analysis lies in the fact that the long range
dependent, non-stationary original process turns into stationary, nearly uncorre-
lated or short range dependent wavelet coefﬁcients d(j,k). In the case of scaling
the energy of these coefﬁcients is power law dependent of scale j, denoted by
1
nj
nj X
k=1
|d(j,k)|2 ∝ 2−jα. (15)
This property leads to a wavelet-based scaling exponent estimation tool called
the Logscale Diagram [3]. Compared with other power law based estimators like
aggregated variance and periodogram, this technique is shown to have better sta-
tistical and computational properties [5]. Moreover, it provide a framework for the
interpretation of scaling and unite many of the concepts that we have covered so
far. As has been excellently explained and formulated by Abry et al. [3], general-
ized scaling processes can be identiﬁed using Logscale Diagrams:
1. If scaling with α > 1 is found over all or almost all of the scales in the data,
exact self-similarity is detected. The Hurst parameter can be related to α with
α = 2H + 1.
2. If α ∈ (0,1) and the range of scales is from some initial scale j1 to the largest
scale, then scaling could be related to LRD with a scaling exponent of mea-
sured α.
3. If on the other hand, scaling is concentrated at the lower scales (from j1 = 1
to some upper cutoff j2), the scaling may be best understood as indicating the
fractal nature (highly irregular) of the sample path.
It is highly possible that real world data have more than one alignment region
within a single Logscale Diagram, which is referred as Biscaling. Biscaling can be
regarded as different scaling exponents at small and large scales, respectively. A
natural generalization of Logscale Diagram beyond second order can be denoted
as µ
(q)
j = 1/nj
P
k |d(j,k)|q, where q is of real value. It is shown in [3] that
E[µ
(q)
j ] ∼ 2j(ζ(q)+q/2).Formonofractalssuchasexactself-similarprocessesthere
is ζ(q) = qH, meaning that self similarity can be identiﬁed by testing the linearity
of ζ(q). If on the other hand ζ(q) is nonlinear then multifractal scaling is detected.
The so-called Multiscale Diagram is a realization of this result. The qth order
scaling exponent αq = ζ(q) + q/2 can be estimated in the qth order Logscale
Diagram for multiple q values. The Multiscale Diagram consists of the plot of
ζ(q) = αq − q/2 against q along with the conﬁdence intervals. A lack of linearity
in the Multiscale Diagram suggests multifractal behavior therefore it becomes a
useful tool for identifying multifractal processes.
Logscale Diagram, Multiscale Diagram and their interpretations serve as the
guidelines to investigate the scaling behavior of job arrivals3. They are extensively
used in the experimental studies in next section.
3 Matlab implementations of Logscale Diagram and Multiscale Diagram are developed
by D. Veitch et al. and made available via http://www.cubinlab.ee.mu.oz.au/
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Trace Location Arch. Scheduler CPUs Period #Jobs
LCG1 Grid wide data Grid Grid Broker ∼30k Nov 20-30, ’05 188,041
LCG2 Grid wide data Grid Grid Broker ∼30k Dec 19-30, ’05 239,034
NIK05 NIKHEF, NL PC cluster PBS/Maui 288 Sep - Dec, ’05 63,449
RAL05 RAL, UK PC cluster PBS/Maui 1,000 Oct - Nov, ’05 332,662
LPC05 LPC, FR PC cluster PBS/Maui 140 Feb - Apr, ’05 71,271
SBH01 SDSC, US IBM SP LoadLeveler 1152 Jan - Dec, ’01 88,694
Table 1 Summary of workload traces used in the experimental study. LPC05 and SBH01
(SDSC Blue Horizon) traces are obtained from Parallel Workload Archive.
Category Traces Levels Characteristics to study
Grid LCG1, LCG2 Grid, VO Arrival, Run time
Cluster NIK05, RAL05, LPC05 Site, VO, User Arrival, Run time, Memory
SC SBH01 Site, User Arrival, Run time, Parallelism
Table 2 Different levels and characteristics under study for the Grid, the cluster, and the
supercomputer (SC) traces.
Trace VO or user names under study
LCG1 lhcb, atlas, cms, dteam
LCG2 lhcb, atlas, cms, dteam
NIK05 lhcb, atlas, com1
RAL05 hep1, atlas
LPC05 biomed
SBH01 user45, user328, user272
Table 3 Names for different VOs or users in experimental studies. lhcb, atlas, and cms
are major HEP experiments in the LCG Grid. dteam is a VO mostly consisting of software
monitoring and testing jobs in the Grid. hep1 is a HEP collaboration between institutes in
UK and US, part of which is also involved in LCG. biomed is the VO with biomedical
applications and it contributes to ∼65% of LPC05 jobs. com1 is a company partner with
NIKHEF, which runs medical-related data-intensive jobs. user45, user328, and user272 are
the top three users on SDSC Blue Horizon with most of the job submissions.
4 Application to Workload Data
In this section we conduct experimental studies on real world workload data from
production clusters and Grids. Table 1 presents a summary of workload traces un-
der study. LCG1 and LCG2 are two traces from the LHC Computing Grid4. The
LCG production Grid currently has approximately 180 active sites with around
30,000 CPUs and 3 petabytes storage, which is primarily used for high energy
physics (HEP) data processing. There are also jobs from biomedical sciences run-
4 LCG is a data storage and computing infrastructure for the high energy physics com-
munity that will use the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. http://lcg.web.
cern.ch/LCG/.12 Hui Li
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Fig. 2 Distributions of number of jobs by VOs and users on clusters and Grids.
ning on this Grid. Almost all the jobs are massively parallel tasks, requiring one
CPU to process a certain amount of data. The workloads are obtained via the LCG
Real Time Monitor5 for two periods: LCG1 consists of jobs of eleven consecutive
days from November 20th to 30th in 2005, while LCG2 is from December 19th to
30th in the same year. These two traces carry valuable information and it is made
possible to verify the analytic results with more than one trace at the Grid level.
The Grid sites consists of computing clusters and storage systems. Each cluster
runs its local resource management system and deﬁnes its own sharing policies. It
is also important to analyze the workloads at the cluster level. We use traces from
three data-intensive clusters, which are named NIK05, RAL05, and LPC05. They
are located at the HEP institutes in the Netherlands, UK, and France, respectively,
and all of them participate in LCG. These clusters are made of commodity com-
ponents, and deploys similar cluster software suite (e.g. PBS/Maui) and Grid mid-
dleware from LCG. It should be noted that these clusters are involved in multiple
different collaborations and have their own local user activities. Grid jobs from
LCG only account for a portion of the whole workloads, depending on the level
of involvement and local policies. The trace SBH01 is the one from the parallel
supercomputer category and it is included for comparison studies.
Workloads typically have certain structures. Jobs come from different groups
and users. In the Grid community Virtual Organization (VO) is an important con-
cept [14] and one can consider a VO as a collection of entities (users, resources,
etc) that belong to multiple organizations but have common goals or shared poli-
cies. In the LCG Grid VOs are mostly named after major HEP experiments, col-
laborations, or scientiﬁc disciplines, such as lhcb, atlas, or biomed. It is observed
that the top VOs and users often dominate the workload, as is shown in Figure 2.
This type of patterns is also empirically proved in many social and physical phe-
nomena, such as database transactions and Unix ﬁle sizes [6,11]. Analyzing the
limited number of main VOs or users could have a good understanding of the
whole workload. Moreover, as we will show later, patterns emerge by simply us-
ing the nominal VO names for categorization without applying sophisticated clus-
tering techniques. From a performance evaluation perspective it is also desirable
to include VO or users in the models since most of the policy rules are based on
5 The Real Time Monitor is developed by Imperial College London and it monitors jobs
from all major Resource Brokers on the LCG Grid therefore the data it collects are repre-
sentative at the Grid level. A Resource Broker (RB) is a service to receive and schedule jobs
from Grid users. http://gridportal.hep.ph.ic.ac.uk/rtm/.Workload Dynamics on Clusters and Grids 13
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Fig. 3 Plots of ﬁrst and second order statistics for the interarrival time process of lhcb,
LCG1.
their names. Given these many motivations, our analysis mainly focuses on the VO
level. User level experiments are carried out for SBH01 because the VO/group in-
formation is not available. The levels and the different VO/user names under study
are shown in Table 2 and 3, respectively.
Table 2 also shows the job characteristics at different levels. Different charac-
teristics are investigated for each level based on their usage and availability. For
data-intensive Grids job arrivals and run times are being analyzed. On clusters job
memory consumption becomes available for study. In both cases parallelism need
not to be considered because of its equality to one. On the supercomputer, how-
ever, parallelism becomes an important characteristics so it has to be included in
the study.
Our analysis is to apply the statistical measures discussed in previous sections
to each level of workloads for different characteristics. This has generated a large
number of data and ﬁgures. Our interest, on the other hand, is to discover some ba-
sic pattern or patterns of each characteristics. Therefore the presentation of results
is categorized by the discovered patterns and only representative ﬁgures of each
pattern are shown. In the following sections, we present the job arrival patterns
ﬁrst, followed by run time, memory, and parallelism. Cross-correlations between
characteristics are examined in the end. Interested readers are directed to [20] for
the complete results including different levels on all traces.
4.1 Job Arrivals
There are three basic patterns discovered for job arrivals: pseudo-periodicity, long
range dependence (LRD), and (multi)fractals, which are presented subsequently
in the following sections.14 Hui Li
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Fig. 4 Plots of the scaling analysis and aggregation procedure for lhcb, LCG1.
Trace TSE SSE Pf
lhcb, LCG1 (scale=6) 0.40 0.74 0.84
lhcb, LCG2 (scale=6) 0.18 0.72 0.78
dteam, LCG1 (scale=6) 0.69 0.71 0.94
dteam, LCG2 (scale=6) 0.68 0.70 0.95
com1, NIK05 (scale=8) 0.79 0.80 0.89
all, NIK05 (scale=8) 0.88 0.91 0.79
biomed, LPC05 (scale=8) 0.63 - 0
Table 4 Periodicity measures. TSE - total spectrum entropy, SSE - saturated spectrum en-
tropy.
4.1.1 Pseudo-periodicity There are a number of VOs at the Grid and the cluster
level which exhibit pseudo-periodic patterns and lhcb on LCG1 is used as the ex-
ample. Figure 3 shows the ﬁrst and second order statistics of job interarrival times
of lhcb-LCG1. We can see that the marginal distribution of interarrival times is not
heavy-tailed, resembling exponential behavior in the y-log plot. A strong deter-
ministic component of around 20 seconds is observed in the histogram plot, which
is also evidenced in the pair-correlation plot. As to the second-order properties
like the ACF and DFT certain periodicity is detected. Long-lag decaying peaks
in the ACF plot correspond to the multimodals in the low frequency domain of
the DFT. Nevertheless, periodicity for interarrival times does not hold for all pro-
cesses belonging to this pattern. This is in accordance with the fact that interarrival
based measures eliminate the direct relation with the real time axis so count based
measures should be examined.
The next step naturally goes to the aggregation procedure which uses count
based measures. Figure 4 plots the count process together with its ACF and power
spectrum for scale6 = 6. Periodicity is clearly detected by the equally-spaced peaks
6 A dyadic scale is used so scale j means T = 2
j seconds in the count process. This
applies to all the scales in the count based measures used throughout this paper.Workload Dynamics on Clusters and Grids 15
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Fig. 5 Plots of ﬁrst and second order statistics and scaling analysis for biomed, LPC05.
in the ACF plot and the multiple harmonics in the power spectrum. The quantita-
tive measures for periodicity are shown in Table 4. SSE values should be used to
examine the strength of periodicity and its results are consistent with those of Pf:
lower SSE values correspond to higher Pf values, which indicate stronger periodic
behavior. We can see that all processes (except biomed, LPC05, which is LRD.)
show quite strong periodicity.
Scaling analysis with the aggregated variance and the Logscale Diagram are
shown in Figure 4. In the variance plot the slope from scale 6 to 12 is estimated to
be β ≈ −0.3 (H ≈ 0.85). This corresponds to the Logscale Diagram with octave j
from5to11,showingascalingalignmentwiththeestimatedexponentα = 1.23 >
1. However, the scaling analysis in this case proves to be of limited usefulness
because of the strong deterministic nature of the underlying point process.
4.1.2 Long Range Dependence (LRD) biomed-LPC05 is used as a representative
example for illustrating long range dependence. As is shown in Figure 5, the in-
terarrival time distribution is heavy-tailed and amplitude burstiness is observed.
The ACF of interarrival times, on the other hand, is short range dependent. This
is in accordance with the scaling exponent estimate α = 0.164 in the Logscale
Diagram in Figure 5. In the count based Logscale Diagram the scaling region is
from the octave 8 (corresponding to scale 10 in the variance plot) up to the largest
scale with an estimated scaling exponent α = 0.96. This type of scaling strongly
suggests long range dependence behavior [3]. Plotting the count processes from
several scales and their second order statistics further conﬁrm LRD. We can see
fromFigure5thattheACFandthespectrumofscale8decayveryslowly.Itshould16 Hui Li
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Fig. 6 Plots of the ﬁrst and second order statistics for atlas, LCG2.
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Fig. 7 Plots of the ﬁrst and second order statistics for LCG1.
be noticed that the scaling and LRD behavior has a certain lower bound beyond
which scaling is not obeyed.
Data from real production systems is highly complex and different patterns
can be observed within one process. Long range dependence, for instance, can
be mixed with periodic components. There are two types of periodic compo-
nents added to a LRD process. The ﬁrst type is LRD plus high-frequency periodic
components and the results for atlas-LCG2 are plotted in Figure 6. In the pair-
correlation plot a high peak around (10,10)−seconds is clearly observed for job
interarrival times. The ACF and the Logscale Diagram suggest that the interarrival
time process is short range dependent, though. The count process, on the other
hand, show a scaling region from scale 6 and above that indicates LRD (see the
variance and LD plot). The aggregated count plot for scale = 6 shown in Figure 6
further conﬁrm the LRD behavior. There is also an interesting ﬁnding of high fre-
quency periodic components in the power spectrum. As is shown in the scale = 6
ACF plot those periodic ﬂuctuations are nicely aligned with the power law decay.
The high frequency components can be related to the strong deterministic peak in
the pair-correlation plot.
The second type of periodic behavior contains multiple components, mostly
concentrated in the lower frequency domain. This type is usually found in the ag-
gregated whole trace with mixed deterministic and stochastic components. The
Grid level LCG1 and LCG2 are examples of this pattern and LCG1 count plots are
shown in Figure 7. The count process (scale = 6) is LRD along with multiple low
frequency peaks. We can even relate these peaks with the major VOs. Remember
that we discussed the periodic patterns to which lhcb belong. If we cross-refer the
ACF plots we can ﬁnd that the 240-minute peak is contributed by lhcb. This in-
dicates that the count/rate processes are formed by aggregations of VO processes.Workload Dynamics on Clusters and Grids 17
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Fig. 8 Plots of ﬁrst and second order statistics and scaling analysis for hep1, RAL05.
For larger scales periodic patterns become dominant mostly due to hourly or daily
cycles.
4.1.3 Multifractals Figure 8 show hep1 on RAL05 as an example for multifrac-
tals. The interarrival time process is short range dependent. The Logscale Diagram
of the count process exhibits biscaling [3]. The scaling concentrated at the lower
scales indicates the fractal nature of the sample path. The alignment at higher
scales, on the other hand, resembles that of a stationary SRD process. This is fur-
ther visualized in Figure 8 for scale = 6 with quickly vanishing ACF lags and a
white-noise like spectrum. For testing multifractality we plot the Multiscale Dia-
gram of the count process (“blue circle”, middle-right in Figure 8). A simulated
fractional Gaussian noise (fGn) with H = 0.8 is also shown as a monofractal ref-
erence (“red cross”). On the left we can see that the ζq of fGn (star-dotted line)
is linear to q while the hep1-RAL05 count process (circle-dashed line) is nonliear,
indicating multifractal scaling. This corresponds to the plot on the right: the hq of
the count process departs heavily from the horizontal line-like fGn. A multifractal
model is needed to capture the scaling behavior of such patterns [32].
4.1.4 Summary After the identiﬁcation of different arrival patterns, we summa-
rize our ﬁndings from the cluster and the Grid perspective. Table 5 shows that
different levels of traces are categorized by the arrival patterns. We can conclude
that most of the data-intensive traces are either pseudo-periodic, long range de-
pendent or the combination of the two, whether it is at the cluster, the Grid, or18 Hui Li
Arrival Patterns Level names
Pseudo-periodic lhcb-LCG1, lhcb-LCG2, dteam-LCG1, dteam-LCG2, NIK05, com1-
NIK05, lhcb-NIK05
LRD atlas-LCG1, cms-LCG1, biomed-LPC05, atlas-NIK05, atlas-RAL05
LRD + Periodic LCG1, LCG2, atlas-LCG2, cms-LCG2
Multifractals RAL05, hep1-RAL05, SBH01, user45-SBH01
SRD user328-SBH01, user272-SBH01
Table5 Differentlevelsofworkloadtracesarecategorizedaccordingtojobarrivalpatterns.
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Fig. 9 Plots of ﬁrst and second order statistics for run time and memory, lhcb, NIK05.
the VO level. Certain VOs and clusters exhibit multifractal behavior (e.g. RAL05).
At larger scales their count processes turn to be short range dependent (SRD).
For the supercomputer trace multifractal or SRD patterns are observed, excluding
long range dependence. We discuss in depth concerning the nature and origin of
different arrival patterns in section 5.1.
4.2 Run time, Memory, and Parallelism
In this section we turn our focus into characteristics such as run time and memory.
On one hand, ﬁrst order statistics is plotted to see how data values are distributed.
On the other hand, autocorrelations are used to examine second order properties in
the sequence of data when ordered ascendantly by the arrival times.
4.2.1 Data-Intensive Clusters and Grids Figure 9 plots the marginal distribu-
tions and autocorrelations for job run time and memory of lhcb on NIK05. The
distributions of run times are highly multimodal with speciﬁc values, meaning
that the applications within one VO are more similar to each other with clustered
values of running times. Similar results are observed for memory consumption.
Physically we can interpret that these jobs belong to multiple applications withinWorkload Dynamics on Clusters and Grids 19
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Fig. 10 Plots of cross-correlations between run time and memory for lhcb, NIK05.
a certain large scale scientiﬁc experiment or discipline. Run times and memories
with similar values also turn to appear subsequently in time, which is evidenced
by the ﬂuctuating horizontal lineups in the sequence plot. It is not surprising to
see the strong autocorrelations in the sequences of run times or memories. One
explanation of these observations is that the computing environment at the cluster
level is more homogeneous compared to the Grid so less variations are expected
on job run times and memories. The nature of data-intensive applications (bags of
tasks) and similarity resulted by VO categorization should lead to an even stronger
degree of temporal locality [12].
It is also interesting to see how the interarrival times are jointly distributed
with the sequences of similar values. This helps to correlate arrivals and run times
(memories) and identify the ”bag-of-tasks” phenomenon on data-intensive envi-
ronments. Figure 10 shows the scatter plots of run times and memories against
interarrival times for lhcb-NIK05. We can see that job run times and memories
are heavily clustered in the ranges of small interarrival times. This is to say that
not only similar values appear in a sequence, but also times between arrivals in
a sequence are relatively small, indicating the “bag-of-tasks” behavior. Figure 10
also contains a scatter plot of run time against memory and its cross-correlation
function for lhcb-NIK05. Correlation coefﬁcients calculated by Pearson’s as well
as by Spearman’ rank are given in Table 6. Among the three VOs lhcb-NIK05
shows the strongest correlation between run time and memory. We can see it from
the clustering in the scatter plot and the slow-decaying cross-correlation function,
conﬁrmed by a high correlation coefﬁcient. For the other two VOs weak to mod-20 Hui Li
Trace Characteristics Pearson’s CC Spearman’s Rank CC
biomed-LPC05 Run time, Memory 0.173 0.695
lhcb-NIK05 Run time, Memory 0.756 0.826
hep1-RAL05 Run time, Memory 0.013 0.456
SBH01 Run time, Parallelism 0.100 0.430
Table 6 Results of Pearson’s and Spearman’s rank correlation coefﬁcients (CC) for run
times v.s. memories on clusters, and for run times v.s. parallelism on the supercomputer.
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Fig. 11 Plots for run time and parallelism of the aggregated trace at the supercomputer
level.
erate correlation coefﬁcients are obtained, however, correlation coefﬁcients are
used only in combination with other measures due to their inherent limitations (es-
pecially Pearson’s). Referring to the complete results [20] we can conclude that
temporal locality and “bag-of-tasks” behavior are clearly evidenced for VOs on
data-intensive clusters. At the Grid level this behavior is not clearly observable for
all the VOs due to heterogeneity, but it is present in the workloads.
4.2.2 Supercomputers Figure 11 shows the properties of run times and paral-
lelism for the parallel supercomputer SBH01. At the supercomputer level no mul-
timodality is detected, and there is a moderate autocorrelation in the sequence of
run times. For parallelism a power-of-two phenomenon is clearly observed as re-
ported in the parallel workloads literature. In this case a power-of-eight pattern is
prominent, mostly because the IBM SP has one node with eight processors. The
cross-correlation between run time and parallelism has diverse results [21,25] and
there is no strong correlations in this case.
5 Discussions
We have studied in depth the statistical properties of workloads on clusters, Grids,
aswellasonparallelsupercomputers.Uniquepatternsareidentiﬁedandillustrated
for job arrivals at different levels. Both autocorrelations and cross correlations are
examined for representative job characteristics. In this section we start the discus-
sions on the nature and origin of these discovered patterns. One of the primary
purposes for statistical studies and characterization is to inspire and facilitate work
on workload modeling and performance predictions. We will cover these topics
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on Grid performance evaluation. We introduce these issues into a big picture and
discuss the opportunities as well as challenges.
5.1 The Nature of Grid Workload Dynamics
Our focus in this paper is on data-intensive computing environments whose work-
loads consist of ﬂows of massively-parallel single-CPU tasks. By looking at the
current workload structure of production clusters and Grids, together with the
booming factor of computing-oriented solutions to system-level sciences such as
bioinformatics, we can envision that data-intensive applications will contribute to
a majority of workloads running on current and future Grids. This type of applica-
tions are also well suited to run on a heterogeneous Grid environment because of
its loosely-coupled and data parallel nature. Truly parallel applications like those
on traditional parallel supercomputers, on the other hand, are more tightly-coupled
with inter-process communications which make them more difﬁcult moving from
one architecture to another. Based on the different nature of applications and do-
main properties, it is expected that data-intensive workloads possess structures and
patterns which are departed from those based on parallel supercomputers. We start
our quest on the origin of job arrival dynamics.
There are three patterns that we discovered for data-intensive job arrivals. The
ﬁrst one exhibits strong periodicity, which suggests certain deterministic job sub-
mission mechanisms. lhcb is a large HEP experiment in the LCG Grid with the
largest portion of production jobs. If we take into account that close to 90% of
lhcb jobs (around 60,000) are from a single “user” during the eleven consecutive
days in LCG1, we can assume that scripts are used to submit those jobs, which
are deterministic in nature. It can also be interpreted that automated tasks need
to be implemented to process such a huge amount of scientiﬁc data. Periodicity
can also be originated from testing and monitoring jobs in the Grid such as those
from dteam. dteam stands for “deployment team” and it is dedicated for a con-
tinuously functioning and operating Grid. Mostly testing and monitoring jobs are
initiated automatically by software in a periodic fashion. The periodic pattern is
also observed for VOs at the cluster level. We consider it as one basic pattern that
originates from automated submission schemes, which is shown to be present in
large-scale data processing environments. The second pattern is long range de-
pendent (LRD) and it applies to many production VOs. This can be partially ex-
plained by the repetitive executions of several main applications from major users
in the VO. A typical user would submit sequences of tasks with a heavy-tailed
inter-submission time. This behavior shows temporal burstiness, which is argued
in [6] that it essentially originates from a priority selection mechanism between
tasks and non-tasks waiting for execution. LRD forms the second basic pattern
that characterizes data-intensive job arrivals. If we combine periodicity and LRD,
some interesting patterns emerge. The process can be long range dependent with
high frequency oscillations, rooting from the short-period repetitions of job arrival
rates at small time scales. The process can also be LRD with multiple lower fre-
quency components, which is mainly due to the addictive nature of aggregation at22 Hui Li
the Grid level. There are some data-intensive traces that show rich fractal behavior
at small scales and are short range dependent at large scales. Most of the parallel
supercomputer traces belong to this category.
When we take more characteristics like run time and memory into account, a
“bags-of-tasks” behavior is evident for data-intensive jobs. The marginal distribu-
tions for run time and memory are highly multimodal at the VO level on clusters.
Certain values not only occur subsequently, but also turn to appear within one burst
period. This is again due to the nature of data-intensive applications. On parallel
supercomputers, on the other hand, no such behavior is observed in the workloads.
5.2 Modeling and Predictions
Effective scheduling algorithm design both at the Grid and the cluster level re-
quires experimental studies based on simulations, in which representative work-
load models play a crucial role. There are many modeling work being done for
parallel workloads [1], but on Grids it is still emerging [23]. This paper is particu-
larly useful for the modeling research because a set of basic patterns are identiﬁed
for job arrivals on clusters and Grids, which points out directions for selecting
models to ﬁt distinctive patterns. Moreover, cross correlations between job charac-
teristics are investigated and illustrated. As we have shown these patterns and cor-
relation structures on Grids are very different from those which have been studied
and modeled on parallel supercomputers. There is a strong need to build models
that are able to capture the dynamics both within and between job characteristics
for data-intensive workloads.
Another important perspective on workload analysis is how to help the re-
search on performance predictions. Predictions of performance metrics, such as
application run times and queue wait times on clusters, serve as important infor-
mation for scheduling decision making at the Grid level. The main patterns that we
identify for data-intensive clusters, namely pseudo-periodicity, long range depen-
dence, and temporal locality, suggest that prediction techniques based on historical
data modeling would most likely work on real production systems [34,18,30,22].
The Grid-level scheduling services can also take advantages of speciﬁc VO job
arrival patterns. For instance, if periodicity is detected for a large production VO,
we can optimize the scheduling heuristics speciﬁcally for this strong deterministic
behavior.
5.3 Towards Comprehensive Studies on Grid Performance Evaluation
The Grid infrastructure is still emerging and one of the key challenges is to de-
liver non-trivial performance. For performance evaluation studies on Grids a well-
speciﬁed, easily-conﬁguable resource framework is needed so different schedul-
ing strategies can be compared and evaluated. Representative workload models
need to be available to produce dependable results. Efﬁcient prediction techniques
have to be developed for performance metrics so that higher-level scheduling ser-
vices can make educated decisions. We believe that a thorough statistical study onWorkload Dynamics on Clusters and Grids 23
workloads conducted in this paper will improve our understanding towards more
comprehensive studies on Grid performance evaluation.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we study comprehensively the ﬁrst and second order statistics of
workloads on clusters and Grids at different levels, including VO and user behav-
ior.Weidentifyseveralbasicpatternsforjobarrivalsandthesepatternsprovideim-
portant information from a modeling perspective. The sequences of job run times
or memory on clusters are strongly autocorrelated and their cross-correlations are
also signiﬁcant. Moreover, sequences of similar values turn to appear in a burst
with small interarrival times, leading to the observation of “bag-of-tasks” behavior.
To sum up, pseudo-periodicity, long range dependent, and temporal locality (“bag-
of-tasks”) are important characteristic properties of workloads on data-intensive
clusters and Grids, which is not present in traditional parallel workloads.
Future work naturally extends to workload modeling that tries to capture the
correlation structures and patterns obtained in this paper. Experimental perfor-
mance evaluation studies using simulations are needed to investigate the impact
on scheduling and how to improve it under such workload patterns.
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